
Phasal locality in case assignment: Evidence from Korean nominative object constructions 
 

Introduction. Double case constructions, in which a clausmate subject and an object have 

identical case marking, have posed challenges to traditional case theories based on configurations 

with distinct cases (e.g., dependent case models [1-2]; Agree model [3]). These non-distinct case 

configurations have motivated the discussion of Dependent case stacking [4] and Multiple Agree 

[5]. In Korean, among several types of Double Nominative Constructions (DNCs; NOM-NOM), 

NOM object constructions (1a) have both a subject and an object selected by a transitive psych-

predicate. The subject can be marked either NOM, DAT, or stacked NOM+DAT (e.g., [6]). The 

NOM object construction can optionally have a light verb -a ci- (‘become’). The corresponding 

NOM-ACC constructions (1b) obligatory have the light verb -a ha- (‘do’).  

(1) a. Nay-{ka/hanthey(-ka)}  Mia-ka coh-(a ci)-ta.    [NOM/DAT(+NOM)-NOM]  

I-{NOM/DAT(-NOM)}      Mia-NOM like(-become-)DECL 

b. Nay-ka       Mia-lul coh-*(a ha)-ta.               [NOM-ACC] 

I-NOM        Mia-ACC like-do-DECL             = ‘I like Mia.’  

Recent psycholinguistic research has found that it is more difficult to process double case 

constructions than distinct case constructions in dependencies with object gaps, but not those with 

subject gaps [7]. This led to the testable hypothesis that dependencies with NOM-marked objects 

are more burdensome than with ACC-marked objects, contra Case accessibility theories [8-9]. 

Thus, we tested the acceptability of Korean NOM object constructions in dependency formations.  
 

Experiment 1 (n=45). We conducted a 3x2 acceptability judgment experiment, crossing 

CONSTRUCTION (no extraction, subject extraction, object extraction) with CASE (NOM-ACC, 

NOM-NOM); Table 1. All critical items had an overt light verb to create minimal pairs across 

CASE. We used an honorific NOM marker that agrees with the verb (cf. [10]) to disambiguate 

subject vs. object extraction, in NOM-NOM conditions. Participants read 24 critical items and 40 

fillers on a 7-point Likert scale.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Mean z-scores by condition are shown in Fig. 1. A 3x2 linear regression model (CONSTRUCTION 

was dummy-coded with no extraction as the reference level; CASE was sum coded) yielded a 

significant main effect of CASE (t=-8.57, p<.0001), where NOM-NOM was rated as worse than 

NOM-ACC. The interaction CASE*CONSTRUCTION was also found significant (t=6.29, p<.0001; 

t=2.14, p=.041). Planned comparisons showed that NOM-NOM is degraded compared to NOM-

ACC in no extraction and object extraction, but not in subject extraction. In sum, (i) NOM-NOM 

is worse than NOM-ACC overall, but (ii) subject extraction from a NOM-NOM construction 

alleviates this degradation. 
 

Experiment 2 (n=48). We subsequently aim to look at NOM object constructions by alternating 

the case marker on the subject (NOM-NOM and DAT-NOM), as well as examining whether the 

a/b. Subject extraction; {NOM-ACC/NOM-NOM}                                                                            TABLE 1 

감독님{을/이} 좋아{한/진} 배우는 출연을 결심했다. 

DirectorHon-{Acc/Nom} like-{do/become}-Adn actor-Top starring-Acc decided 

‘The actor who likes the directorhon decided to star (in the movie).’ 

c/d. Object extraction; {NOM-ACC/NOM-NOM} 

감독님께서 좋아{하/지}신 배우는 출연을 결심했다. 

DirectorHon-NomHon like-{do/become}-Hon-Adn actor-Top starring-Acc decided 

‘The actor who the directorhon likeshon decided to star (in the movie).’ 

e/f. No extraction; {NOM-ACC/NOM-NOM}              (Subj extraction variant here; Obj extraction variant for ½ the items) 

배우가 감독님{을/이} 좋아{했/졌}다. 

Actor-Nom directorHon-{Acc/Nom} like-{do/become}-Past-Decl 

‘The actor liked the directorhon.’ 

 



presence of the light verb plays a role in the well-formedness of this construction [11]. A second 

acceptability study employed a 3x2 design, with CASE (NOM-ACC, NOM-NOM, DAT-NOM; 

non-extraction) crossed with LIGHT VERB (present, absent). Other details are the same as in 

Experiment 1. Results are shown in Fig. 2. We found a main effect of LIGHT VERB improving 

acceptability (t=16.42, p<.0001), carried by the NOM-ACC conditions (t=16.43, p<.0001). 

Compared with NOM-ACC with light verbs, both NOM-NOM (t=-17.65, p<.0001) and DAT-

NOM were degraded (t=-16.47, p<.0001). These results indicate that the degradation of NOM-

NOM found in Experiment 1 results from the construction having NOM object, not from it being 

double nominative construction.  
 

Discussion. We found that (i) NOM objects cause degradation in acceptability, and (ii) subject 

extraction from a NOM object construction rescues this degradation. In our proposal, we assume 

that the lower light verb that introduces the external argument is distinct from the higher light verb 

that is overt and assigns the case, shown in (2), following the model of split light vPs [11]. 

      
Assuming that predication is a domain of cyclic linearization [12-13], phasehood is determined at 

different levels for non-NOM object constructions (2a) and NOM object constructions (2b-c): it is 

the lower vP in NOM-ACC (2a) and the higher vP in NOM-NOM (2b) and DAT-NOM (2c). Thus, 

in NOM-ACC (2a), the higher light vDO assigns ACC to the object. However, in NOM-NOM 

(2b/2c), the higher light v is either vBE (-Ø-) or vBECOME (-ci-), which does NOT project an external 

argument but only introduces a specifier position (and therefore no case assignment to the object).  

 We argue that our results support an Agree model [3]: For NOM-NOM, both NOM subject 

and object are assigned case by T and thus need to move to Spec, TP [14-15]. To do so, they both 

must move to the edge of vP to be accessible from a higher phase [16]. For DAT-NOM, the same 

movement is required; although the subject receives lexical DAT, it further moves to the edge of 

vP to satisfy EPP. This movement of subject and object to the same position yields an ambiguous 

linearization output – either SOV or OSV. We reason that this ambiguous linear output attributes 

to the degraded acceptability (cf. feature gluttony; [17]). However, Ā-movement of the subject to 

CP yields a single linearization output and thus alleviates “linearization gluttony”. Overall, this 

study highlights the role of extraction as a diagnostic for the nature/locus of case assignment also 

in NOM languages [cf. syntactic ergativity; 18-19]. 
 

Fig.1. Exp1: Mean z-scores rating   Fig.2. Exp2: Mean z-scores rating 
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